June 22, 2015

Chers Étudiants,
Notre programme d'été prend son élan avec un temps estival tel qu'on en rêve. Here we are now with the summer we've been thinking about all year. As you have seen, the IAU facilities, the town of Aix, the surrounding towns and villages are all buzzing with activity. We are sorry to be seeing our Session B students leaving after this week is over but wish you all the best of luck. We'll have another week at IAU of lectures, wine tasting and plenty of stimulating, friendly intellectual exchange. Aix's Opera Festival begins next week, but if you look around our district of Aix you'll see preparations are already underway. At this point, a little reminder to you all that the summer is passing, and it will be important to take advantage of the unique opportunities at your disposal. We hope to see a lot of you in the next days.
Bien à vous,
Leigh Smith
Dean of IAU College

IAU LECTURE SERIES

Tuesday, 23 June, 6:30pm - Main Hall,

CEF "Sex and Probability but Not the Probability of Sex"
Dr. Robert Hancock, Allegheny College
Professor of Psychology and an experienced lecturer on the subject, Dr. Hancock will present some figures you all might find interesting and surprising. We are very pleased to have him back.

Wednesday, 24 June, 6:30pm - Main Hall, CEF
"Trespassing Literary and Political Boundaries in the Arabian Peninsula Novel"
Dr. William Granara, Harvard University
We are pleased to welcome the insight of Dr. Granara in this series of lectures as we travel to new territories, both political and literary.
WINE TASTING

Wine Tastings with Professor Amy Mumma
CEF, Main Hall

Friday, 26 June, 4:00-6:00pm
Wine Essentials
From opening to serving to enjoying, Professor Mumma will walk us through some of the basics of learning about and appreciating wines. Sign up at entrance to Manning Hall. Begins Monday, June 22 at noon.